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AB STR A CT

Conjoint analysis is a stated-preference survey method that can be used
to elicit responses that reveal preferences, priorities, and the relative
importance of individual features associated with health care interventions or services. Conjoint analysis methods, particularly discrete choice
experiments (DCEs), have been increasingly used to quantify preferences
of patients, caregivers, physicians, and other stakeholders. Recent
consensus-based guidance on good research practices, including two
recent task force reports from the International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research, has aided in improving the quality of
conjoint analyses and DCEs in outcomes research. Nevertheless, uncertainty regarding good research practices for the statistical analysis of
data from DCEs persists. There are multiple methods for analyzing DCE
data. Understanding the characteristics and appropriate use of different
analysis methods is critical to conducting a well-designed DCE study.
This report will assist researchers in evaluating and selecting among

alternative approaches to conducting statistical analysis of DCE data.
We ﬁrst present a simplistic DCE example and a simple method for
using the resulting data. We then present a pedagogical example of a
DCE and one of the most common approaches to analyzing data from
such a question format—conditional logit. We then describe some
common alternative methods for analyzing these data and the
strengths and weaknesses of each alternative. We present the
ESTIMATE checklist, which includes a list of questions to consider
when justifying the choice of analysis method, describing the analysis, and interpreting the results.
Keywords: conjoint analysis, discrete choice experiment, statedpreference methods, statistical analysis.

Introduction

making among stakeholders other than patients, including clinicians [24–26], caregivers [25,27], and the general public [28,29].
“Conjoint analysis” is a broad term that can be used to
describe a range of stated-preference methods that have
respondents rate, rank, or choose from among a set of experimentally controlled proﬁles consisting of multiple attributes
with varying levels. The most common type of conjoint analysis
used in health economics, outcomes research, and health services research (hereafter referred to collectively as “outcomes
research”) is the discrete choice experiment (DCE) [6,8]. The
premise of a DCE is that choices among sets of alternative proﬁles

Since the middle of the 1990s, there has been a rapid increase in
the use of conjoint analysis to measure the preferences of
patients and other stakeholders in health applications [3–8].
Although early applications were used to quantify process utility
[9,10], more recent applications have focused on patient preferences for health status [11,12], screening [13], prevention [14,15],
pharmaceutical treatment [16,17], therapeutic devices [18,19],
diagnostic testing [20,21], and end-of-life care [22,23]. In addition,
conjoint analysis methods have been used to study decision
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Background to the Task Force
The International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research (ISPOR) Conjoint Analysis Statistical Analysis
Good Research Practices Task Force is the third ISPOR Conjoint
Analysis Task Force. It builds on two previous task force reports,
“Conjoint Analysis Applications in Health—A Checklist: A
Report of the ISPOR Good Research Practices for Conjoint
Analysis Task Force” [1] and the “ISPOR Conjoint Analysis
Experimental Design Task Force” [2]. The Conjoint Analysis
Checklist report developed a 10-point checklist for conjoint
analysis. The checklist items were as follows: 1) the research
question, 2) the attributes and levels, 3) the format of the
question, 4) the experimental design, 5) the preference elicitation, 6) the design of the instrument, 7) the data collection plan,
8) the statistical analysis, 9) the results and conclusions, and 10)
the study’s presentation.
This first task force determined that several items, including
experimental design (checklist item 4) and methods for analyzing data from conjoint analysis studies (checklist item 8),
deserved more detailed attention. Thus, the ISPOR Conjoint
Analysis Experimental Design Task Force focused on experimental design to assist researchers in evaluating alternative
approaches to this difficult and important element of a
successful conjoint analysis study.
This third task force report describes a number of commonly
used options available to researchers to analyze data generated
from studies using a particular type of conjoint analysis—the
discrete choice experiment—and the types of results generated
by each method. This report also describes the issues researchers should consider when evaluating each analysis method and

are motivated by differences in the levels of the attributes that
deﬁne the proﬁles. By controlling the attribute levels experimentally and asking respondents to make choices among sets of
proﬁles in a series of choice questions, a DCE allows researchers
to effectively reverse engineer choice to quantify the impact of
changes in attribute levels on choice. The estimates of these
impacts reﬂect the strength of preference for changes in attribute
levels. We refer to these estimates of strength of preference,
which are sometimes called “part-worth utilities,” as “preference
weights.” This task force report focuses on motivating and
reviewing the most common statistical methods that are presently used in outcomes research to analyze data from a DCE.
Most applications of a DCE in outcomes research are designed
to test hypotheses regarding strength of preference for, relative
importance of, and trade-offs among attributes that deﬁne the
research question. A DCE is appropriate for this type of research
because preference weights derived from a DCE are estimated on
a common scale and can be used to calculate ratios describing
the trade-offs respondents are willing to make among the
attributes. Examples of these trade-offs include estimates of
money equivalence (willingness to pay) [30,31], risk equivalence
(maximum acceptable risk) [18,32], or time equivalence [33,34] for
various changes in attributes or attribute levels. Although the
underlying premise and the mechanics of using a DCE are similar
in market research and outcomes research, the objectives of
using a DCE typically differ between these disciplines. In DCEs
conducted in market research or marketing science (which are
often referred to as “choice-based conjoint analysis studies”), the
objective is often to predict choices with as much precision as
possible. In contrast, DCEs in outcomes research tend to focus
more on understanding preferences for changes in attributes and
attribute levels. Therefore, most statistical analyses of DCEs in
outcomes research are geared toward estimating interpretable
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factors to consider when choosing a method for statistical
analysis.
The Conjoint Analysis Statistical Analysis Good Research
Practices Task Force proposal was submitted to the ISPOR
Health Science Policy Council for evaluation in December 2012.
The council recommended the proposal to the ISPOR Board of
Directors, and it was subsequently approved in January 2013.
Researchers with experience in stated preferences and
discrete choice experiments working in academia and research
organizations in Canada, the Netherlands, and the United
States were invited to join the task force’s leadership group.
The leadership group met via regular teleconferences to identify
and discuss present analytical techniques, develop the topics
and outline, and prepare drafts of the manuscript. A list of
leadership group members (coauthors) is also available on the
task force’s Web page (http://www.ispor.org/Conjoint-AnalysisStatistical-Methods-Guidelines.asp).
All task force members, as well as primary reviewers,
reviewed many drafts of the report and provided frequent
feedback as both oral and written comments. Preliminary
findings and recommendations were presented twice in forum
presentations at ISPOR Montreal (2014) and ISPOR Milan (2015).
Comments received during these presentations were addressed
in subsequent drafts of the report.
In addition, the draft task force report was sent to the ISPOR
Preference-Based Methods Review Group twice. All comments
were considered, and most were substantive and constructive.
The comments were discussed by the task force and addressed
as appropriate in revised drafts of the report. Once consensus
was reached by all task force members, the final report was
submitted to Value in Health in March 2016.

preference weights rather than toward estimating the model with
the greatest predictive power.
The application of DCEs to measuring preferences for health
and health care has beneﬁted from a growing literature on
methods [35–39], including the two previous conjoint analysis
task force reports from the International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research (ISPOR). This present report
builds on the ﬁrst of these reports, “Conjoint Analysis Applications in Health—A Checklist: A Report of the ISPOR Good
Research Practices for Conjoint Analysis Task Force” [1]. The
checklist outlines the steps to take for the development, analysis,
and publication of conjoint analyses. The checklist items are as
follows: 1) research question, 2) attributes and levels, 3) construction of tasks, 4) experimental design, 5) preference elicitation, 6) instrument design, 7) data collection plan, 8) statistical
analyses, 9) results and conclusions, and 10) study presentation.
This task force report is designed to provide researchers practicing in outcomes research with a better understanding of the
methods commonly used to analyze data from DCEs in this ﬁeld.
It focuses exclusively on item 8 in the checklist (statistical
analysis). Therefore, the examples used in this report are
designed speciﬁcally to provide the context for describing the
properties of alternative analysis methods and are not meant to
reﬂect or imply good research practices for survey design or
development or presentation of study results.
Understanding the characteristics and appropriate analysis of
preference data generated by DCE surveys is critical to conducting a well-designed DCE. Good research practices for the statistical analysis of DCE data involve understanding the
characteristics of alternative methods and ensuring that interpretation of the results is accurate, taking into account both the
assumptions made during the course of the analysis and the
strengths and limitations of the analysis method. Despite the
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growing use of conjoint analysis methods in outcomes research,
there remains inconsistency in the statistical methods used to
analyze data from DCEs [1,4,5]. Given this inconsistency, the task
force agreed that good research practices in the analysis of DCE data
must start with ensuring that researchers have a good understanding of the fundamentals of DCE data and the range of statistical
analysis methods commonly used in applications of DCEs in outcomes research. Although there are several other key methodological references that may be useful to more experienced researchers
[40–42], the task force realized that these texts may be unfamiliar to
a more general audience of researchers. The task force determined
that a pragmatic introduction to different statistical analysis methods, highlighting differences among methods and identifying the
strengths and limitations of each method, was needed.
This report starts with the basic idea behind deriving preference
weights from DCE data by describing two simple approaches to
calculating preference weights from a simplistic DCE with a very
limited number of attributes and levels. The purpose of providing
these examples is to help readers understand some of the basic
properties of choice data. We then present a slightly more complex,
but still relatively simple, pedagogical example—a three-attribute,
two-alternative, forced-choice DCE. Using this example, we describe
alternative approaches to coding the data generated by this type of
DCE and describe one possible method for constructing the data set.
We then describe the analysis of data from this example using a
conditional logit model consistent with the random utility model of
choice [35,40,43]. Because most of the other commonly used
methods for analyzing DCE data are, in effect, variations on the
conditional logit model, we then describe extensions of conditional
logit that can be used to analyze the same DCE data. These
extensions include random-parameters (mixed) logit (RPL), hierarchical Bayes (HB), and latent-class ﬁnite-mixture model (LCM)
analysis methods. To demonstrate the differences in the properties
of each of these analysis methods, we present the results of each
method as applied to a common simulated data set. The report
concludes with a summary of the strengths and limitations of each
method described in the report and provides the ESTIMATE
checklist, which has a series of questions to consider when
justifying the choice of analysis method, describing the analysis,
and interpreting the results.

A Simplistic Example
To understand the basic concepts underlying the analysis of DCE
data, consider a simplistic example described using the case of a
hypothetical, over-the-counter analgesic. If we assume that the
relevant analgesics can be described by three attributes, each with
two possible levels (time to onset of action can be 30 minutes or 5
minutes; duration of pain relief can be 4 hours or 8 hours; and
formulation can be tablets or capsules), then these can be combined
into eight possible proﬁles. Although these eight proﬁles can be
combined into a large number of distinct pairs, we could use a maineffects orthogonal design [2] to generate an experimental design
consisting of four paired-proﬁle choice tasks (Appendix Table 1).
If there were three respondents who completed all four choice
tasks, we would have 12 observations with which to estimate a
model. Assume the respondents answered as follows: respondent 1
(B, B, A, B), respondent 2 (A, B, A, A), and respondent 3 (A, B, B, A). The
simplest way to analyze these choices is to count how many times
each level of each attribute was chosen by counting the number of
times each attribute level was chosen by each respondent, summing
these totals across all respondents, and dividing this sum by the
number of times each attribute level was presented across the three
respondents to calculate a score for each attribute level (Appendix
Table 2). Although there appears to be some heterogeneity in
preferences among the respondents (e.g., respondent 1 appears to

prefer capsules to tablets, whereas respondents 2 and 3 appear to
prefer tablets to capsules), we can still infer sample-level preferences
from these data. Across the sample, a 5-minute onset was preferred
to a 30-minute onset, a 4-hour duration was preferred to an 8-hour
duration, and tablets were preferred to capsules.
We can also use regression analysis to linearly relate the
probability of choosing one proﬁle over another to all the
characteristics of the proﬁles simultaneously. This model
assumes that the probability of choosing one proﬁle is a linear
function of the attribute levels in the proﬁle. Thus, the model can
be described as follows:
X
βX,
ð1Þ
PrðchoiceÞ¼ β0 þ
i i i
where Xi is the level of attribute i, β0 is the intercept, and βi is the
preference weight for attribute i.
This model relates choice to the attribute levels in each
proﬁle. Other versions of the linear probability model relate
choice to differences in attribute levels between two proﬁles.
We do not present the linear probability model based on
attribute-level differences in this report.
The linear probability model deﬁnes a relationship between
choices and attribute levels that can be leveraged to estimate
preference weights through various linear regression models. One
such estimator is ordinary least squares (OLS). With OLS, the
estimates of the intercept (β0) and the preference weights (βi) are
deﬁned as the set of values of the estimates that minimizes the
difference between the observations in the data and the estimated
model. This difference is known as the “sum of the squared
residuals.”
To set up the data for the regression analysis in this example,
let Onset ¼ 1 if the onset of action is 30 minutes and Onset ¼ 0 if
it is 5 minutes in proﬁle A, Duration ¼ 1 if the duration is 4 hours
and Duration ¼ 0 if it is 8 hours in proﬁle A, and Tablet ¼ 1 if the
formulation is a tablet and Tablet ¼ 0 if the formulation is a
capsule in proﬁle A. Finally, let Choice ¼ 1 if proﬁle A was chosen
and Choice ¼ 0 if Proﬁle B was chosen.
Using OLS on the binary choice variable Y (Y ¼ 1 if proﬁle is
chosen and Y ¼ 0 if the proﬁle is not chosen), the model takes the
following form:
Y ¼ α þ β1 Onset þ β2 Duration þ β3 Tablet þε,

ð2Þ

where α is the intercept, and ε is the random error term, and the
conditional expectation of the binary variable Y equals the
probability that proﬁle A is chosen. Then the estimated linear
probability function is as follows:
PrðchoiceÞ ¼ PrðY ¼ 1Þ¼ 0:33–0:33Onset þ 0:33Duration þ 0:33Tablet:
ð3Þ
The coefﬁcients from this simplistic model can be interpreted as
marginal probabilities: an analgesic with a 30-minute onset of
action is 33% less likely to be chosen than one with a 5-minute
onset of action; an analgesic with a 4-hour duration of effect is
33% more likely to be chosen than one with an 8-hour duration of
effect; and an analgesic in the form of a tablet is 33% more likely
to be chosen than one in the form of a capsule. From this we can
infer that, on average, respondents in the sample prefer faster
onset of action, shorter duration of effect, and tablets over
capsules. Comparing the results of this regression with the
results of the count analysis, we ﬁnd that the regression coefﬁcient on each attribute is simply the difference between the
sample-level scores for the levels of that attribute. Speciﬁcally,
the score for a 30-minute onset of action was 0.33 less than the
score for a 5-minute onset of action, the score for a 4-hour
duration of effect was 0.33 higher than the score for an 8-hour
duration of effect, and the score for tablet form was 0.33 higher
than the score for capsule form. It is important to note that the
preference information in the linear probability model is perfectly
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confounded with the probability of choice associated with
changes in attribute levels. That is, the measure of how much
more a respondent prefers a change in the level of one attribute is
the marginal change in the probability of choice for alternatives
that differ only in that attribute.
OLS yields unbiased and consistent coefﬁcients and has the
advantage of being easy to estimate and interpret. Nevertheless,
OLS is subject to a number of limitations when used to analyze
DCE data. When using OLS, researchers must assume that the
errors with which they measure choices are independent and
identically distributed with mean 0 and constant variance [44]. In
reality, the variance in DCE data changes across choice tasks. In
addition, even with estimators other than OLS, linear probability
models can produce choice probabilities that are greater than 1 or
less than 0 for certain combinations of attribute levels. For these
reasons, among others, linear probability methods are rarely
used to analyze DCE data.

A Pedagogical Example
To describe the more common alternatives for analyzing data
from a DCE, we provide a pedagogical example of a DCE. As
mentioned earlier, we deﬁne a DCE in which each choice task
presents a pair of alternatives. Respondents are asked to choose
between the two proﬁles in each pair. Each proﬁle is deﬁned by
three attributes, and each attribute has three possible levels.
Thus, this example is a three-attribute, two-alternative, forcedchoice experiment. In this example, each proﬁle is a medication
alternative. The three attributes that deﬁne each medication
alternative are efﬁcacy, a side effect, and a mode of administration. Table 1 presents the attributes and levels used to create the
proﬁles in this example. For simplicity, we assume that efﬁcacy is
measured on a numeric scale from 0 to 10, with higher values
representing better outcomes. Efﬁcacy is a variable with numeric,
and thus naturally ordered, levels. The levels of the side effect are
severities (mild, moderate, or severe). The side effect levels are
not only categorical but also naturally ordered from less severe to
more severe. The levels of the mode of administration are daily
tablets, weekly subcutaneous injections, and monthly intravenous infusions. The levels for mode of administration are
categorical, and the ordering of preferences for these levels is
unknown a priori. The attributes and levels included in this
example are meant to demonstrate the mechanics of generating
data from the DCE. Detailed descriptions of the selection of
attributes, the determination of the levels and range of levels
for each attribute, and the methods used for presenting the
proﬁles and the attribute levels included in each proﬁle are
beyond the scope of this report.

Table 1 – Attributes and attribute levels in the
pedagogical example.
Attribute
A1: Efﬁcacy

A2: Side effect

A3: Mode of
administration

Level
L1: 10 (best level)
L2: 5 (middle level)
L3: 3 (worst level)
L1: Mild
L2: Moderate
L3: Severe
L1: One tablet once a day
L2: Subcutaneous injection once a
week
L3: Intravenous infusion once a
month
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Variable Coding in the Pedagogical Example
One way to think about the data generated by a DCE is that each
row in the data set corresponds to a single proﬁle in the DCE.
Deﬁning the levels in each row of data can be accomplished in
multiple ways. Attributes with numeric levels (e.g., survival time,
risk, and cost) can be speciﬁed as continuous variables. Using this
approach, the level value of the attribute in the proﬁle will appear
in the appropriate place in the row. In the pedagogical example,
only efﬁcacy can be logically coded as a continuous variable
because the levels of both the side effect and the mode of
administration are descriptive and thus categorical.
Two commonly used methods for categorical coding of attribute levels are effects coding and dummy-variable coding [41,45].
In each of these coding approaches, one level of each attribute
must be omitted. In both effects coding and dummy-variable
coding, each nonomitted attribute level is assigned a value of 1
when that level is present in the corresponding proﬁle and 0
when another nonomitted level is present in the corresponding
proﬁle. The difference between the two coding methods is related
to the coding of the nonomitted levels when the omitted level is
present in the proﬁle. With effects coding, all nonomitted levels
are coded as –1 when the omitted level is present. With dummyvariable coding, all nonomitted levels are coded as 0 when the
omitted level is present.
The coefﬁcient on the omitted level of an effects-coded
variable can be recovered as the negative sum of the coefﬁcients
on the nonomitted levels of that attribute. Therefore, effects
coding yields a unique coefﬁcient for each attribute level included
in the study. Each effects-coded coefﬁcient, however, is estimated relative to the mean attribute effect; therefore, statistical
tests of signiﬁcance for each coefﬁcient are not direct tests of the
statistical signiﬁcance of differences between estimated coefﬁcients on two different levels of the same attribute. With dummyvariable coding, each coefﬁcient estimated by the model is a
measure of the strength of preference of that level relative to the
omitted level of that attribute. Statistical tests of signiﬁcance for
each coefﬁcient reﬂect the statistical signiﬁcance of the difference between that preference weight and the omitted category.
Effects coding and dummy-variable coding yield the same estimates of differences in preference weights between attribute
levels [46]. For this reason, in most cases, the decision to use
effects coding or dummy-variable coding of variables should be
based on ease of interpretation of the estimates from the model,
and not on the expectation that one type of coding will provide
more information than the other. See Bech and Gyrd-Hansen [45]
for further discussion of differences between effects coding and
dummy-variable coding.

Data Generated by the Pedagogical Example
One possible way to set up the data generated by this DCE is to
construct two rows of data for each choice task for each
respondent, one row for each alternative. If each respondent is
presented with 10 choice tasks generated by an appropriate
experimental design and there are 200 respondents, the total
data set will have 4000 rows. In the pedagogical example with
two alternatives, the ﬁrst row of data for each choice task will
include the attribute levels that appear in the ﬁrst proﬁle in the
pair presented in that choice task. The second row of data for the
same choice task will include the attribute levels for the second
proﬁle in that pair. In addition, each row of data will include a
choice dummy variable equal to 1 if the chosen proﬁle for the
choice task corresponds to that row of data or 0 otherwise.
Table 2 presents an example of this type of data setup for a
two-alternative choice task using the attributes and levels from
the pedagogical example in which the ﬁrst medicine alternative
(medicine A) has an efﬁcacy of 10, has a severe side effect, and is
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Table 2 – Example data setup for the pedagogical example using effects coding.
ID
no.*

1
1

Task

Choice

1
1

0
1

Efﬁcacy

Side effect

Mode of administration

10 (best
level) (L1)

5 (middle
level) (L2)

Mild
(L1)

Moderate
(L2)

One tablet
once a day (L1)

Subcutaneous injection
once a week (L2)

1
0

0
1

–1
1

–1
0

0
–1

1
–1

* The ID number is the respondent number.

administered by subcutaneous injection once a week and the
second medicine alternative (medicine B) has an efﬁcacy of 5, has
a mild side effect, and is administered by an intravenous infusion
once a month, using effects coding for all attributes and assuming that level 3 is the omitted level for each attribute.
The ID number in the ﬁrst column of Table 2 is the respondent number. Task is the number of the choice task in the series.
Choice indicates that the ﬁrst respondent chose medicine B
when presented with the choice task as described earlier. The
level of the side effect in medicine A is severe (the omitted level).
Therefore, the nonomitted levels of this attribute are coded as –1
in the ﬁrst line of data. In addition, the level for the mode of
administration in medicine B is the omitted level for this
attribute and the nonomitted levels for this attribute are both
coded as –1 in the two columns farthest to the right in the
second line of data. If the levels in this example were dummyvariable–coded, then the values for the nonomitted levels of the
side effect for medicine A and the values for the nonomitted
levels of the mode of administration for medicine B would all be
set to 0.

Conditional Logit
Choice data from a two-alternative, forced-choice DCE as
described in the pedagogical example are most often analyzed
using a limited dependent-variable model because the left-handside variable in the regression is typically a 1 for the alternative
that was chosen in a given choice task or a 0 for the alternative
that was not chosen in that choice task. The basic limited
dependent-variable method used to analyze data generated by
this type of experiment is conditional logit. Conditional logit
relates the probability of choice among two or more alternatives
to the characteristics of the attribute levels deﬁning those
alternatives. In a DCE, the elements describing the alternatives
are the attribute levels used to deﬁne each proﬁle in the choice
task. Conditional logit was shown by McFadden [43] to be
consistent with random utility theory. The novelty in McFadden’s use of the logit model is that he applied this model to
choice behavior that was consistent with economic theory and
derived a regression model that relates choices to the characteristics of the alternatives available to decision makers. McFadden
used the term “conditional logit” to describe this innovation.
McFadden originally applied this framework to observed transportation choices. His work laid the foundation for what is now
known as conjoint analysis [40] involving hypothetical or stated
choices.
Using random utility theory, the utility associated with an
alternative or proﬁle is assumed to be a function of observed
characteristics (attribute levels) and unobserved characteristics of
the alternative. This theoretic framework also assumes that each
individual, when faced with a choice between two or more
alternatives, will choose the alternative that maximizes his or
her utility. The utility function is speciﬁed as an indirect utility
function deﬁned by the attribute levels in the alternative plus a

random error term reﬂecting the researcher’s inability to perfectly measure utility:
Ui ¼ Vðβ,Xi Þþ εi ,

ð4Þ

where V is a function deﬁned by the attribute levels for alternative i, εi is a random error term, Xi is a vector of attribute levels
deﬁning alternative i, and β is a vector of estimated coefﬁcients.
Each estimated coefﬁcient is a preference weight and represents
the relative contribution of the attribute level to the utility that
respondents assign to an alternative. In conditional logit, εi is
assumed to follow an independently and identically distributed
type 1 extreme-value distribution [43].
The assumption of the extreme-value distribution of εi results
in a logit model:
eVðβ, xi Þ
,
Prðchoice ¼ iÞ ¼ P
Vðβ,xj Þ
je

ð5Þ

where V(β, xi) is the observed portion of the function for alternative i, and i is one alternative among a set of j alternatives.
Simply stated, the probability of choosing alternative i is a
function of both the attribute levels of alternative i and the
attribute levels of all other proﬁles presented in a choice task.
In the case of the two-alternative, forced-choice DCE, there are
two alternatives in each choice task, and so j ¼ 2. The probability
of choosing one proﬁle from the set of two alternatives is 1 minus
the probability of choosing the other proﬁle in that choice task.
Therefore, neither alternative in the choice task has a choice
probability of less than 0% or greater than 100%. In addition, this
speciﬁcation implies that the closer the probability of choosing
an alternative in a two-alternative choice task is to 50%, the more
sensitive the probability of choosing that alternative is to changes
in the attribute levels that deﬁne the alternative.
Multinomial logit is similar to conditional logit in that it also
can be used to model choices. Both multinomial logit and conditional logit rely on the same statistical assumptions about the
relationship between choice and the variables used to explain
choice. Nevertheless, multinomial logit is often used to describe
models that relate choices to the characteristics of the respondents making the choices, whereas conditional logit relates
choices to the elements deﬁning the alternatives among which
respondents choose. Although the terms “multinomial logit” and
“conditional logit” are sometimes used interchangeably in the
literature, we will use the term “conditional logit” in this report
because the objective of the DCE is to relate choice to the
attribute levels used to deﬁne each proﬁle in the choice task.

Results of the Conditional Logit Model Using Effects-Coding
and Dummy-Variable Coding
Table 3 presents a set of example results from conditional logit
model regressions for the pedagogical example with each of
these types of variable coding. In a conditional logit model, a
coefﬁcient (or preference weight) and a corresponding standard
error are estimated for all but one level of each attribute. A t value
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Table 3 – Example results from a conditional logit model.
Effects coding
Attribute

Efﬁcacy

Side effect

Mode of
administration

Dummy-variable coding

Level

Coefﬁcient

SE

t
value

P value

L1
L2
L3 (omitted
category)
L1
L2
L3 (omitted
category)
L1
L2
L3 (omitted
category)

0.26
0.02
–0.28

0.0105
0.0104
0.0105

24.89
2.24
27.03

o0.01
0.03
o0.01

0.32
0.02
–0.34

0.0105
0.0103
0.0106

30.18
2.02
32.07

0.03
0.18
–0.21

0.0104
0.0105
0.0105

2.49
17.61
20.04

Log likelihood
Log likelihood of model without
predictors
AIC
BIC

Coefﬁcient

SE

t
value

P
value

0.55
0.0183
0.31
0.0181
Constrained to be 0

29.85
17.03

o0.01
o0.01

o0.01
0.04
o0.01

0.66
0.0184
0.36
0.0181
Constrained to be 0

35.71
19.91

o0.01
o0.01

0.01
o0.01
o0.01

0.24
0.0182
0.40
0.0181
Constrained to be 0

13.08
21.67

o0.01
o0.01

–17,388
–18,715

–17,388
–18,715

34,788
34,841

34,788
34,841

AIC, Akaike information criterion; BIC, Bayesian information criterion; SE, standard error.

and a P value are often calculated for each estimated preference
weight. With effects coding, each P value is a measure of the
statistical signiﬁcance of the difference between the estimated
preference weight and the mean effect of the attribute. With
dummy-variable coding, each P value is a measure of the statistical
signiﬁcance of the difference between the estimated preference
weight and the omitted category. In some statistical packages,
conﬁdence intervals at the 95% conﬁdence level are also provided
for each preference weight. Table 3 also includes Akaike information criterion (AIC), Bayesian information criterion (BIC), and loglikelihood values for each model; all measures of model ﬁt are
discussed later in this report. The variance-covariance matrices for
the effects-coded and dummy-variable–coded conditional logit
models are presented in Appendix Tables 3 and 4, respectively.
As noted earlier, the preference weight (coefﬁcient) on the
omitted level of an effects-coded variable is recovered by calculating the negative of the sum of the estimated preference

weights for all nonomitted levels of the attribute. For example,
in the results in Table 3, the estimated preference weight for the
omitted level of efﬁcacy in the model with effects-coded attribute
levels is equal to –0.28 (¼ –[0.26 þ 0.02]). The standard error of the
omitted category can be calculated by using simulation methods
or by using the following simple formula:
Standard error of L3
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
¼ Variance of L1þ Variance of L2þ 2
Covariance between L1 and L2:

ð6Þ

Interpreting the Results of the Conditional Logit Model:
Preference Weights
The preference weights for the effects-coded and dummy-variable–coded conditional logit models are presented in Figures 1

Fig. 1 – Preference weights for the conditional logit model (effects-coded)
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Fig. 2 – Preference weights for the conditional logit model (dummy-coded)
and 2, respectively. Both ﬁgures clearly indicate that higher levels
of efﬁcacy are preferred to (have higher preference weights than)
lower levels of efﬁcacy, a less severe side effect is preferred to a
more severe side effect, and subcutaneous injections are preferred to one tablet once a day, which, in turn, is preferred to an
intravenous infusion once a month. The presentation of the
results in Figures 1 and 2 is intended for pedagogical purposes
only. An endorsement of good research practices for the presentation of results from a DCE survey is beyond the scope of the
present task force report.
Figures 1 and 2 highlight that the absolute values of the
preference weights and the conﬁdence intervals about the mean
preference weights differ between the effects-coded and the
dummy-coded models but that differences in the preference
weights among levels within each attribute are the same in both
models. For example, the preference weight for the highest level of
efﬁcacy (L1) is 0.55 in the dummy-coded model and 0.26 in the
effects-coded model. Nevertheless, the effect of increasing efﬁcacy
from L2 to L1 is 0.24 (¼ 0.55 – 0.31) in the dummy-coded model and
0.24 (¼ 0.26 – 0.02) in the effects-coded model. The effect of
reducing side effects from L2 to L1 is 0.30 (¼ 0.66 – 0.36) in the
dummy-coded model and 0.30 (¼ 0.32 – 0.02) in the effects-coded
model. The similarities between the effects-coded and the dummycoded models highlight an important aspect of the conditional logit
model. That is, the absolute values of preference weights alone
have no meaningful interpretation. Preference weights measure
relative preference, which means that only changes between
attribute-level estimates and the relative sizes of those changes
across attributes have meaningful interpretations. In the effectscoded and the dummy-coded models that we have used in the
examples, directly comparing the parameter estimates for the
efﬁcacy attribute in each model would have erroneously suggested
that the two models provided different results or different information on the relative impact that these attribute levels have on
choice. As the ﬁgures demonstrate, differences between the two
model speciﬁcations are merely due to differences in variable
coding, and no additional information is obtained from either
model. This implies that estimates from conditional logit models
cannot be compared across models directly and require close
attention to the relationships between levels of different attributes.
Results from models that share the same speciﬁcation can be
compared using a test proposed by Swait and Louviere [47].
The difference in preference weights between the best or most
preferred level of an attribute and the worst or least preferred

level of the same attribute provides an estimate of the relative
importance of that attribute over the range of levels included in
the experiment. For example, the relative importance of a 7-point
change in efﬁcacy from L1 (a value of 10) to L3 (a value of 3) is 0.54
(0.26 – [–0.28] in the effects-coded model and 0.55 – 0 in the
dummy-coded model). The only difference between these estimates of relative importance is due to rounding. The value of a
change in side effect severity from severe to mild is 0.66 (0.32 – [–
0.34] in the effects-coded model and 0.66 – 0 in the dummy-coded
model). Therefore, reducing side effect severity from severe to
mild yields approximately 1.2 (0.66 C 0.54) times as much utility
as increasing efﬁcacy by 7 points (from 3 to 10). Likewise,
changing the mode of administration from an intravenous
infusion once a month to a subcutaneous injection once a week
yields only 0.72 (0.39 C 0.54) times as much utility as increasing
efﬁcacy by 7 points.
These results can also be used to estimate the rate at which
respondents would be willing to trade among the attributes in the
experiment. For example, a reduction in side effect severity from
moderate to mild yields an increase of 0.30 in utility. The
reduction in efﬁcacy (from the highest level of 10) that exactly
offsets this increase in utility would be approximately 5.4 points.
This change in efﬁcacy is calculated as the 0.24 reduction in
utility achieved by moving from an efﬁcacy value of 10 to an
efﬁcacy value of 5, plus the change in efﬁcacy between an efﬁcacy
value of 5 and an efﬁcacy value of 3 that would yield a reduction
of 0.06 in utility. The necessary additional change in utility is
equal to one-ﬁfth of the difference (0.06 C 0.30) between an
efﬁcacy value of 5 and an efﬁcacy value of 3. Interpolating
between these two points and adding the value to the change
from an efﬁcacy value of 10 to an efﬁcacy value of 5 results in a
total change in efﬁcacy from 10 to 4.6 necessary to offset the
increase in utility from reducing the severity of the side effect.

Goodness of Fit
Conditional logit models do not allow for the calculation of an Rsquared measure of absolute goodness of ﬁt with which many
readers may be familiar. Instead, several measures that mimic an
R-squared calculation have been developed using the log likelihood of these models. Log likelihood is an indicator of the
relative explanatory power of a model. Higher (less negative)
values in the log likelihood are associated with a greater ability of
a model to explain the pattern of choices in the data. Table 3
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presents two log-likelihood values for each model. In each model,
one log-likelihood value is for the estimated model and the other
corresponds to a model that includes only a constant for all but
one of the alternatives. Although log-likelihood values alone
cannot be used as a measure of model ﬁt because they are a
function of sample size, they can be used to calculate goodnessof-ﬁt measures such as the likelihood ratio chi-square test and
McFadden’s pseudo R-squared, which are commonly reported in
software packages. The likelihood ratio chi-square test provides a
way to determine whether including attribute-level variables
signiﬁcantly improves the model ﬁt compared with a model
without any attribute-level variables and indicates whether one
or more of the preference weights are expected to be different
from 0. Models with a higher likelihood ratio can be assumed to
ﬁt the data better. The critical value for this test can be calculated
as follows:

of parameter estimates corresponding to the number of explanatory variables in the model, and γ is a penalty constant that
changes between AIC (γ ¼ 2) and BIC (γ ¼ ln[sample size]). The
premise of the calculations behind these measures is different
from that of the calculation of pseudo R-squared measures. AIC
and BIC evaluate the plausibility of the models focusing on
minimizing information loss rather than evaluate improvements
in the adequacy of the model to explain responses in the data as
done in the pseudo R-squared measures. Also, contrary to pseudo
R-squared measures, models with lower AIC and BIC measures
are preferred over models with higher measures. As with McFadden’s pseudo R-squared measures, AIC and BIC measures are
identical across the models in Table 3.

Likelihood ratio χ2


¼2 LL model without predictorsLL of model ,

An alternative speciﬁcation of conditional logit as applied to the
pedagogical example is to code the efﬁcacy attribute as a linear
continuous variable with the efﬁcacy values shown (3, 5, and 10)
in each alternative (Appendix Table 5). The estimated preference
weight for efﬁcacy is an estimate of the relative marginal utility
of a 1-unit change in the efﬁcacy outcome. All changes of more
than 1 unit in the efﬁcacy are assumed to be proportional to a 1unit change. Given this speciﬁcation, the effect of a 1-unit change
in efﬁcacy on utility is assumed to be constant over the range of
levels of this attribute included in the experiment. For example,
the utility change resulting from a 9-unit change in the efﬁcacy
measure is assumed to be 9 times the marginal utility of a 1-unit
change in the efﬁcacy measure.
Two pieces of evidence suggest that a linear continuous
speciﬁcation for efﬁcacy may be inappropriate given the data in
this experiment. First, results from the categorical models suggest that the relative marginal utility of a 1-unit change in the
efﬁcacy measure is more important when the change in efﬁcacy
is between 3 (level 3) and 5 (level 2) than when the change in
efﬁcacy is between 5 (level 2) and 10 (level 1). Speciﬁcally, the
difference in the relative preference weights between levels 1 and
2 of the efﬁcacy attribute is 0.24 (implying a 0.05 change in
preference weight associated with a 1-unit change in the level of
efﬁcacy over this range of levels), and the difference in the
relative preference weights between levels 2 and 3 of the efﬁcacy
attribute is 0.30 (implying a 0.15 change in preference weight
associated with a 1-unit change in the level of efﬁcacy over this
range of levels).
The second indication that the linear continuous speciﬁcation
of efﬁcacy may be incorrect is the difference in the goodness of ﬁt
between the models in which the efﬁcacy attribute is modeled as
a linear continuous variable and the models in which the efﬁcacy
attribute is modeled as a categorical variable. This change in
model ﬁt is evident if we calculate McFadden’s pseudo R-squared
for the model with the continuous speciﬁcation, which is 0.0686
(¼ 1 – [–17,432 C –18,715]) and compare it with the same measure
for either of the categorical speciﬁcations. In addition, the
increase in the AIC and BIC calculations for the linear continuous
model suggests that modeling efﬁcacy as categorical provides a
better ﬁt to the data than modeling efﬁcacy as linear and
continuous. The reduction in the model goodness of ﬁt suggests
that the proportionality assumption imposed on the marginal
effect of the efﬁcacy attribute does not ﬁt the data as well as the
categorical preference weights.
These results should not be interpreted to mean that a
continuous speciﬁcation of numeric attribute levels is incorrect.
Instead, these results suggest that a researcher should not
assume that a linear continuous speciﬁcation is appropriate for
attributes with numeric levels. Instead, researchers should test to
see whether a linear speciﬁcation of a continuous variable is
appropriate by examining the results of a model in which the

ð7Þ

where LL is log-likelihood value. The likelihood ratio has a chisquared distribution with degrees of freedom equal to the
number of preference weights estimated in the model minus
the number of alternative-speciﬁc constants included in the
model (no alternative-speciﬁc constants are included in the
model in the pedagogical example).
Although many software packages provide the likelihood ratio
test statistic (Equation 7), there are also ways to test for improvements in ﬁt between an unrestricted model (that estimates all
preference weights) and a restricted model (that forces one or
more preference weights to be 0). In that case, the critical value
for this test can be calculated as follows:
Likelihood ratio χ2
¼2ðLL of restricted modelLL of unrestricted modelÞ,

ð8Þ

with degrees of freedom equal to the number of restrictions
(preference weight estimates forced to be 0). For example, an
unrestricted model may be one that estimates preference weights
for all attributes in a DCE, whereas the restricted model forces the
weights for one of the attributes to be 0 (in essence eliminating
the attribute from the analysis). In such a case, the likelihood
ratio chi-square test statistic indicates whether estimating the
weights for the eliminated attribute improves model ﬁt.
McFadden’s pseudo R-squared is calculated using the following formula:
McFadden's pseudo R2 ¼ 1

LL of model
:
LL model without predictors

ð9Þ

McFadden’s pseudo R-squared can be 0 if all the preference
weights on attribute levels are constrained to be 0, but the
measure can never reach 1. The measure improves with the
number of explanatory variables, which is not an issue when
comparing models with the same number of explanatory variables as in the models with effects- and dummy-coded variables,
but can be problematic when comparing models that have
different numbers of explanatory variables or different speciﬁcations of the utility function. Note that McFadden’s pseudo
R-squared for the effects-coded model [0.0709 (¼ 1 – [–17,388 C
–18,715])] is identical to that for the dummy-coded model [0.0709
(¼ 1 – [–17,388 C –18,715])], indicating that both models explain
choices equally well. Although McFadden’s pseudo R-squared
provides a measure of relative (rather than absolute) model ﬁt, a
measure from 0.2 to 0.4 can be considered a good model ﬁt [48].
In cases in which two models have different explanatory
variables, other measures of model ﬁt are commonly provided
by statistical packages. The most common of these measures are
the AIC and the BIC. Both criteria are speciﬁed as 2LL þ Kγ,
where LL is log-likelihood value of the full model, K is the number
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numeric levels are treated as categorical. If a linear continuous
speciﬁcation is not correct, the researcher can test for the appropriateness of other nonlinear functional forms of this variable.

Limitations of Conditional Logit
There are two fundamental limitations of the conditional logit
model. First, the model assumes that choice questions measure
utility equally well (or equally poorly) across all respondents and
choice tasks (scale heterogeneity). Second, conditional logit does
not account for unobserved systematic differences in preferences
across respondents (preference heterogeneity). Although historically these two problems have been considered distinct issues of
the conditional logit model, more recent discussions acknowledge that the two problems are related [49].
The ﬁrst problem is scale heterogeneity [50]. The conditional
logit model assumes that the ratio of estimated preference
weights is exactly the same if both the numerator and the
denominator are multiplied by the same value [51]. Using conditional logit, this value is inversely related to a constant model
variance normalized to 1 for all respondents. If, however, the
variance (i.e., the ability of the model to estimate utility) is not
constant across all respondents or across all choice tasks, differences in model estimates between different respondents or
across different choice tasks may appear different when in fact
they are not. For example, assume that the overall importance
(difference between the highest and the lowest preference
weights) of efﬁcacy and the side effect are 0.80 and 0.20,
respectively, for one group of choice tasks or one group of
respondents in the sample and that the same values are 1.60
and 0.40, respectively, for another group of choice tasks or
respondents. The absolute values of the relative importance
estimates for these two attributes are twice as large for the
second group as they are for the ﬁrst group; nevertheless, the ratio
of the relative importance of efﬁcacy to the side effect is the same
in both groups. The scale in this case is constant. In some cases,
however, assuming that the scale is constant across respondents
ignores potential systematic variations in the model variance
across choice questions or groups of individuals in the sample
and can result in biased estimates of preference weights [52].
The second potential problem with conditional logit is preference heterogeneity—potential differences in relative preferences across respondents in the sample. In effect, the conditional
logit model assumes that all respondents have the same preferences that will yield a single set of preference weights. The
conditional logit model does not account for systematic variations in preferences across respondents. Failing to account for
heterogeneity in preferences can lead to biased estimates of the
preference weights.
The relationship between the two potential problems is
clearer if we acknowledge that preference heterogeneity can be
correlated across attribute levels. That is, preferences for multiple
attributes can increase or decrease together among speciﬁc
individuals in the sample. If variations in preferences are allowed
to be correlated across respondents, preference heterogeneity can
behave exactly as scale heterogeneity does. That is, if a respondent’s preferences move proportionately together across attributes, the ratios of preferences for any pair of attributes remain
unchanged, whereas the absolute values of the preference
weights would be different by a constant scaling factor, just as
they would with scale heterogeneity.

Alternatives to Conditional Logit
Several alternative statistical techniques have been proposed to
overcome some, but not all, of the limitations of conditional logit.

Speciﬁcally, these models are able to address conditional logit’s
inability to account for correlation among multiple responses
from each individual or heterogeneity in preferences across the
sample. Alternative techniques continue to be developed; this
report, however, focuses on three statistical methods that are
commonly used in health applications of DCEs. These statistical
methods include RPL, HB, and LCM analyses. All three of these
methods are based on limited dependent-variable models consistent with random utility theory and ensure that the predicted
probability of choosing any alternative is between 0% and 100%.
Each of these techniques is more statistically complex than
conditional logit, but each has potential advantages. These three
approaches are discussed in the following sections. Knowing that
effects-coded and dummy-coded models provide the same information, we will use the results from only the effects-coded
models to characterize the alternatives to conditional logit in
the following sections of this report.

Random-Parameters Logit
Like conditional logit, RPL (also called “mixed-logit”) is a method
that assumes that the probability of choosing a proﬁle from a set
of alternatives is a function of the attribute levels that characterize the alternatives and a random error term that adjusts for
individual-speciﬁc variations in preferences. Unlike conditional
logit that estimates only a set of coefﬁcients capturing the mean
preference weights of the attribute levels, RPL yields both a mean
effect and a standard deviation of effects across the sample. That
is, RPL explicitly assumes that there is a distribution of preference weights across the sample reﬂecting differences in preferences among respondents, and it models the parameters of that
distribution for each attribute level. The choice probability of the
RPL model is as follows:
eVðβn ,xi Þ
,
Prðchoicen ¼iÞ ¼ P
Vðβ~n ,xj Þ
je
~

ð10Þ

where n indexes respondents in the sample, β~n ¼ f ðβ,σjvn Þ, β and σ
are parameters to be estimated on the basis of systematic
variations in preferences across individuals in the sample given
the variable vn characterizing individual-speciﬁc heterogeneity,
and f ðÞ is a function determining the distribution of β~n across
respondents, given parameters β and σ. Commonly, β~ is assumed
to be normally distributed with mean β and standard deviation σ,
which means the following:
β~n ¼f ðβ,σjvn Þ
¼ β þσvn , f or vn Nð0, 1Þ across respondents in the sample:

ð11Þ

With this assumption about f ðnÞ, the choice probability of conditional logit is a special case of the RPL choice probability where
σ ¼ 0. Larger (smaller) standard deviations indicate greater (lesser)
variability in preference weights across respondents. Nevertheless, little direct guidance is available to determine the appropriate functional form for the distribution of preferences across
respondents. Because individual preference weights are not
directly interpretable, it is often difﬁcult to determine the distributional characteristics of preferences in any given sample a
priori.
Table 4 presents example results for an RPL model on choice
data from the pedagogical example assuming that each preference weight is normally distributed across the sample. The
results in Table 4 contain mean preference weight estimates,
plus estimates of standard deviations for all estimated preference
weight. The mean preference weight estimates are for effectscoded variables and are interpreted in the same way in which the
results of the conditional logit model (Table 3) are interpreted;
coefﬁcients from the two models, however, should not be
expected to be the same numerically. Mean preference weights
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Table 4 – Example results from a random-parameters logit model.
Attribute

Efﬁcacy

Side effect

Mode of administration

Efﬁcacy

Side effect

Mode of administration

Log likelihood of model
Log likelihood of model without predictors
AIC
BIC

Level

Coefﬁcient

Mean estimates
L1
0.32
L2
0.03
L3 (omitted category)
–0.35
L1
0.39
L2
0.02
L3 (omitted category)
–0.41
L1
0.03
L2
0.24
L3 (omitted category)
–0.26
Standard deviation estimates
L1
0.32
L2
0.16
L3 (omitted category)
0.49
L1
0.35
L2
0.25
L3 (omitted category)
0.60
L1
0.10
L2
0.47
L3 (omitted category)
0.57
–16,657
–18,715
33,337
33,436

SE

t value

P value

0.0153
0.0124
0.0162
0.0162
0.0137
0.0181
0.0116
0.0187
0.0190

20.84
2.32
–21.45
23.84
1.67
–22.54
2.52
12.56
–13.94

o0.01
0.02
o0.01
o0.01
0.10
o0.01
0.01
o0.01
o0.01

0.0160
0.0198
0.0254
0.0161
0.0167
0.0218
0.0265
0.0169
0.0290

20.05
8.35
19.16
21.75
15.19
27.76
3.67
27.88
19.66

o0.01
o0.01
o0.01
o0.01
o0.01
o0.01
o0.01
o0.01
o0.01

AIC, Akaike information criterion; BIC, Bayesian information criterion; SE, standard error.

from RPL are typically larger in magnitude than the preference
weights from the same model estimated using conditional logit,
but the relative relationships (e.g., ratios of changes in attributes)
among preference weights for different attributes are typically
similar between the two sets of coefﬁcients. Each standard
deviation indicates the distribution about the corresponding
mean preference weight.
One issue with RPL models is that the maximum simulated
likelihood estimation used to ﬁt RPL models relies on a simulation technique that can produce different answers if the
parameters of the simulations are not set to be the same across
regressions. These parameters include the simulation random
seed, the number of draws, and the type of draws taken.
Researchers should estimate the model with multiple starting
points to ensure that the model converges to a stable solution.
The estimator sometimes requires a lengthy estimation process
that is not guaranteed to converge under certain circumstances
and also requires specifying the number of simulations to be
used in a regression; ensuring that these numbers are adequate
adds burden to the researcher. The model is increasingly available in various software packages, but not all model features are
available in all packages.

Hierarchical Bayes
Conditional logit and RPL are used to estimate preferences over a
population. Conditional logit yields estimates of mean preference
weights for a sample. RPL yields estimates of both mean preference
weights and the expected distribution of preference weights across
the sample. Although RPL results take into account individualspeciﬁc effects, it models these effects as deviations from the mean
population parameters. In contrast, HB models reverse the problem
to generate preference estimates for each individual in the sample
and only supplement these individual-speciﬁc estimates with
aggregate preference information to the degree that individualspeciﬁc preference information is insufﬁcient.

Like RPL, the underlying choice-probability model in HB is
conditional logit [53,54]. This choice-probability model, however,
is used to model responses from each individual, and not all
observations in the sample. With HB, individual results are used
to construct the (joint posterior) distribution of preference
weights across respondents, including the mean and standard
deviation for the preference weight for each attribute level. As
with RPL, to calculate the mean and standard deviation of
preferences for attribute levels, HB requires that the researcher
assume the form of the distribution of each preference weight.
HB models evaluate choices in two levels:
1. The likelihood level, or lower level, in which individual
choices are modeled using conditional logit:
eVðβn ,xi Þ
:
Prðchoice ¼iÞ¼ P
Vðβn ,xj Þ
je

ð12Þ

2. The sample level, or upper level, which is often assumed to be
multivariate-normal (or normal for each preference weight),
although other distributions, including lognormal, triangular,
and uniform, have been used. This level characterizes the
variation of preferences across respondents:
βn Nðb,W Þ:

ð13Þ

An algorithm (Gibbs sampler) estimates iteratively the lower
level and the upper level, individual-speciﬁc preference weight
parameters (βn ), the overall preference mean (b), and the
variance-covariance matrix of preferences across respondents
(W). Essentially, b is calculated as the sample average of the βn ,
and W is calculated as the sample variance-covariance of the βn .
Each βn tends toward a value that maximizes the likelihood the
model explains the pattern of responses to the series of choice
tasks multiplied by the upper-level function characterizing the
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Table 5 – Example results comparing RPL and HB models.
Attribute

Efﬁcacy

Side effect

Mode of administration

Level

L1
L2
L3
L1
L2
L3
L1
L2
L3

Mean

Standard deviation estimates

RPL

HB

RPL

HB

0.32
0.03
0.35
0.39
0.02
0.41
0.03
0.24
0.26

0.35
0.03
0.38
0.43
0.03
0.46
0.03
0.26
0.29

0.32
0.16
0.49
0.35
0.25
0.60
0.10
0.47
0.57

0.43
0.33
0.76
0.50
0.42
0.92
0.36
0.66
1.02

HB, hierarchical Bayes; RPL, random-parameters logit.

distribution of preferences with mean b and variance-covariance
W. The multiplication of the likelihood value for the respondent
by the function of the upper-level distribution essentially keeps
estimates of individual-level preference weights consistent with
the assumed distribution of the sample preferences and not
overly far from the sample preference mean [55].
Table 5 presents results from HB estimated using data from
the pedagogical example assuming effects-coded variables and
normally distributed variations in preferences across respondents. Table 5 also compares the HB estimates of means and
standard deviations of the estimated preference weights with the
corresponding results from the RPL model estimated using the
same assumptions. Although these results should not be compared numerically, Table 5 shows that both methods produce
similar results in this example.
HB estimation can be slower for certain speciﬁcations of the
distributions of preference weights (e.g., truncated distributions
such as uniform and triangular distributions). HB estimation is
implemented in fewer software packages than is RPL. Understanding the raw output of the HB estimation method requires
some knowledge of sampling methods and Bayesian statistics. In
some software packages, however, aggregate results are included
in addition to the individual-speciﬁc estimates. These aggregate
results could include sample-level means and standard deviations.
The means of the preference weight distributions in HB are
similar to the mean preference weights estimated using conditional logit or RPL [56,57]. The standard deviation for each
preference weight represents how different that preference
weight is across respondents. Larger standard deviations mean
that respondents differ in their perception of that attribute level.
If the objective of the research is to estimate preference weights
for each individual in the sample, or when the sample size is
small, Bayesian procedures may provide a better approach to
analysis than the RPL model because the inference using the joint
posterior distribution of preference weights can be conducted for
any sample size [57]. Also, the HB procedure does not require the
assumption of a common scale across respondents imposed in
the conditional logit and RPL models.

number of classes is prespeciﬁed by the researcher. For example,
if the analyst chooses to model the sample using three classes,
three different sets of conditional logit coefﬁcients are estimated,
one for each class.
In the LCM, the choice probability is deﬁned as follows:

X 
Pr choice ¼ijβq π q ,
ð14Þ
Prðchoice ¼ 1Þ¼
q
where π q is a class-probability function indicating the probability
of being in each of the different classes. The class-probability
function is a speciﬁc multinomial logit function that can include
only a constant term or can include explanatory variables relating
the probability of class membership to respondent characteristics.
The probabilities of class membership must sum to 1, so the classprobability functions of all but one class are identiﬁable. The classprobability function for the omitted class does not change freely.
As a consequence, the explanatory variables in the classprobability function must be interpreted as those respondent
characteristics that increase or decrease the probability of being
in one class relative to the probability of being in the omitted class.
The choice probability within a class q is estimated using
conditional logit:


eVðβq ,xi Þ
:
Pr choice¼ ijβq ¼ P
Vðβq ,xj Þ
je

ð15Þ

Table 6 presents example results for an LCM with two classes
using the effects-coded data from the pedagogical example. It
includes a set of conditional logit model coefﬁcients for each of
the two classes and a class-probability function indicating the
probability that a respondent is in class 1. The class-probability
function in this example includes only a constant and does not
include any explanatory variables to test for the inﬂuence of
individual characteristics on the probability of class membership.
The class-probability estimate in this example indicates that, on
average, a respondent in the sample has a 40% chance of being in
class 1. Because the class-probability function is estimated using
multinomial logit and the log-odds coefﬁcient for the constant in
the class-probability function is –0.40, the probability of being in
class 1 is calculated as follows:
exp ð0:40Þ
:
1þ exp ð0:40Þ

Latent-Class Finite-Mixture Model

40% ¼

The LCM assumes that attributes of the alternatives can have
heterogeneous effects on choices across a ﬁnite number of
groups or classes of respondents. To account for this heterogeneity, the model assumes that there are classes or segments
within a sample such that each class has preference weights that
are identical within the class and that are systematically different
from preference weights in other classes. Within each class, the
preference weights are estimated using conditional logit. The

The results for each class in an LCM can be interpreted as
preference weights estimated with conditional logit. Nevertheless, although the preference weights for the classes are estimated within a single model, parameters across classes are
generally not directly comparable because they are confounded
with a scale parameter that may differ between classes. Therefore, comparisons of preference weights across classes must be

ð16Þ
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Table 6 – Example results of a latent-class model with two classes.
Attribute

Efﬁcacy

Side effect

Mode of administration

Efﬁcacy

Side effect

Mode of administration

Log likelihood of model
Log likelihood of model without predictors
AIC
BIC

Level

Coefﬁcient

Class 1
L1
0.29
L2
0.04
L3 (omitted category)
–0.33
L1
0.39
L2
–0.02
L3 (omitted category)
–0.37
L1
0.21
L2
–0.33
L3 (omitted category)
0.12
Class 2
L1
0.27
L2
0.01
L3 (omitted category)
–0.29
L1
0.30
L2
0.05
L3 (omitted category)
–0.36
L1
–0.09
L2
0.54
L3 (omitted category)
–0.45
Class-probability function
Constant
–0.40
–16,985
–18,715
33,996
34,103

SE

t value

P value

0.0246
0.0206
0.0236
0.0295
0.0235
0.0248
0.0220
0.0355
0.0276

11.70
2.01
–13.98
13.28
–1.06
–14.77
9.38
–9.25
4.42

o0.01
0.04
o0.01
o0.01
0.29
o0.01
o0.01
o0.01
o0.01

0.0190
0.0164
0.0187
0.0214
0.0177
0.0192
0.0172
0.0277
0.0216

14.37
0.80
–15.34
14.20
3.09
–18.69
–5.40
19.60
–20.84

o0.01
0.42
o0.01
o0.01
o0.01
o0.01
o0.01
o0.01
o0.01

0.0321

–12.46

o0.01

AIC, Akaike information criterion; BIC, Bayesian information criterion; SE, standard error.

done by evaluating the ratios of changes in preference weights
across attributes. Sometimes, however, it is possible to evaluate the
estimates across classes qualitatively to identify relevant differences across classes. For example, the utility difference between L1
and L2 in the mode of administration is positive (0.55) for class 1;
for class 2, the same difference is negative (–0.63). Thus, one tablet
once a day is preferred to a subcutaneous injection once a week in
class 1, whereas the opposite is true for class 2.
In the LCM, there is no control for the effect of multiple
observations for each respondent. Usually it is assumed that,
given the class assignment, multiple observations from the same
respondent are independent. Moreover, just as with conditional
logit and RPL, LCM does not control for potential scale heterogeneity within each class; some software packages, however,
include scale adjustments. As with RPL, researchers using LCM
should estimate the model with multiple starting points to
ensure that the model converges to a stable solution. Finally,
determining the appropriate number of classes to include in a
model is challenging. AIC or BIC can be used to provide an
objective determination of the correct number of classes. Nevertheless, using AIC may risk overﬁtting the model by having too
many classes and using BIC may risk underﬁtting the model by
having too few classes [58]. Therefore, when determining the
appropriate number of classes in an LCM, the researcher must
consider the number of classes required to address the underlying research questions and the ease of interpretation of multiple classes when the number of classes is large.

Discussion
This report describes a number of commonly used limited
dependent-variable analysis methods to analyze DCE data. Many
researchers may be uncertain as to which method is the most

appropriate in any given circumstance, and, to a certain extent,
there is no clear consensus on which methods are the best. The
ﬁrst step in selecting a method is to understand the properties of
DCE data and the properties of the alternative methods available
to analyze it. Therefore, this report aimed to provide a description
of these methods and the advantages and limitations of each.
The advantages and limitations are summarized in Appendix
Table 6. We then provide a checklist of questions to consider
when justifying the choice of analysis method, describing the
analysis, and interpreting the results (Table 7).
Conditional logit is the ﬁrst limited dependent-variable analysis method described in this report. Although conditional logit
has a number of limitations, understanding conditional logit is
fundamental to understanding the other analysis methods
described in this report because these other analysis methods
are, in effect, extensions of conditional logit. Conditional logit can
be used to estimate average preferences across a sample but does
not account for preference heterogeneity. Conditional logit is
available in many software packages often used to analyze DCE
data. In addition, it is commonly used in LCMs or as a ﬁrst step in
RPL or HB analysis. Because conditional logit does not account for
the panel nature of the data, the results of a conditional logit
analysis could be biased. In addition, as a maximum-likelihood
method, conditional logit models may not converge, especially
for small samples or in the presence of substantial preference
heterogeneity. The model, however, requires the smallest samples for convergence among the options described in this report.
RPL is an analysis method that accounts for the panel nature
of DCE data and allows preferences to vary across respondents in
the sample. It is becoming more commonly available in statistical
software packages, but it is relatively more difﬁcult to use and
requires the researcher to make assumptions about which
random parameters to include in the analysis and the distributions of those random parameters. Because RPL estimates both
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Table 7 – The ESTIMATE checklist.
ESTIMATE

Recommendation

Estimates

Describe the choice of parameter estimates resulting from the model appropriately and completely, including
▪ Whether each variable corresponds to an effects-coded level, a dummy-coded level, or a continuous change
in levels
▪ Whether each variable corresponds to a main effect or interaction effect
▪ Whether continuous variables are linear or have an alternative functional form
Describe the stochastic properties of the analysis, including
▪ The statistical distributions of parameter estimates
▪ The distribution of parameter estimates across the sample (preference heterogeneity)
▪ The variance of the estimation function, including systematic differences in variance across observations (scale
heterogeneity)
Describe the trade-offs that can be inferred from the model, including
▪ The magnitude and direction of the attribute-level coefﬁcients
▪ The relative importance of each attribute over the range of levels included in the experiment
▪ The rate at which respondents are willing to trade off among the attributes (marginal rate of substitution)
Provide interpretation of the results taking into account the properties of the statistical model, including
▪ Conclusions that can be drawn directly from the results
▪ Applicability of the sample, including subgroups or segments, to the population of interest
▪ Limitations of the results
Describe the reasons for selecting the statistical analysis method used in the analysis, including
▪ Why the method is appropriate for analyzing the data generated by the experiment
▪ Why the method is appropriate for addressing the underlying research question
▪ Why the method was selected over alternative methods
Describe the assumptions of the model and the implications of the assumptions for interpreting the results,
including
▪ Assumptions about the error distribution
▪ Assumptions about the independence of observations
▪ Assumptions about the functional form of the value function
Describe the study in a sufﬁciently transparent way to warrant replication, including descriptions of
▪ The data setup, including handling missing data
▪ The estimation function, including the value function and the statistical analysis method
▪ The software used for estimation
Provide an evaluation of the appropriateness of the statistical analysis method to answering the research question,
including
▪ The goodness of ﬁt of the model
▪ Sensitivity analysis of the model speciﬁcation
▪ Consistency of results estimated using different methods

Stochastic

Trade-offs

Interpretation

Method

Assumptions

Transparent

Evaluation

mean preference weights and distributions for preference
weights, it may require larger sample sizes.
HB analysis provides a different way of modeling preference
heterogeneity that can allow for the estimation of a choice model
for each respondent. Under most circumstances, HB models
converge more quickly than models using alternative methods.
Also, because HB models estimate preference weights for each
respondent in the sample, they fully account for potential issues
of preference and scale heterogeneity (each respondent can have
different relative preferences, and the absolute values of the
preference weights can vary freely across respondents). Nevertheless, because HB uses methods for updating preference estimates iteratively, it may be difﬁcult to describe this method,
which may lead to concerns that it is less transparent than other
analysis methods. Also, because HB models do not estimate the
sample-wide mean preference weights, but rather construct
them from the estimated individual preferences, practitioners
need to make inferences about overall effects using standard
deviations (variation of preferences across respondents) as
opposed to using a standard error around a global estimate of
preferences. At the same time, it is not possible to test for the
signiﬁcance of preferences for any given individual in the sample.
LCM provides a more parsimonious method for measuring
preference heterogeneity and modeling latent classes but often
requires specialized software or advanced macros in more

standard packages. It requires the researcher to specify the
number of classes to be included in the model because objective
criteria may result in too few or too many classes. This requires
signiﬁcant judgment on the part of the researcher, which may be
difﬁcult to explain to users of the results. In addition, larger
sample sizes may be needed to accommodate the increase in the
number of parameters to be estimated as the number of classes
increases.

Good Research Principles for Statistical Analysis
This report provides a description and an evaluation of many
statistical methods used to analyze DCE data on the basis of the
consensus of the task force that good research practices for
the statistical analysis of DCE data involve understanding the
characteristics of alternative methods and ensuring that
the interpretation of results is accurate. Taking into account
both the assumptions made during the course of the analysis
and the strengths and limitations of the analysis method to
assist researchers in using the information presented in this
report, the task force developed the ESTIMATE checklist
composed of questions to consider when justifying the
choice of analysis method, describing the analysis, and interpreting the results. Table 7 presents the ESTIMATE checklist
questions.
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Study Limitations
Even at the inception of this task force, it was clear that this
report could not be all things to all readers. Aspects of this report
were criticized by certain reviewers for being too simplistic, not
giving strong enough guidance on good research practices, or
duplicating material that is addressed in other contexts. Consistent with the other ISPOR conjoint analysis task force reports, we
have written this report to be most useful to a more general
audience that may not have the experience or training in
econometrics or choice modeling that some of our reviewers
have. The members of the task force were unanimous in the
decision to structure this report as a pragmatic introduction to
different statistical analysis methods and to provide a checklist
of questions to consider when justifying the selection of an
analysis method, describing the analysis, and interpreting the
results. For this reason, some of the earlier criticisms of this
report may still hold. We acknowledge several additional limitations of this report.
One potential limitation is the report’s narrow scope. Specifically, the report was developed to focus on describing the
properties of alternative analysis methods and did not address
other issues related to good research practices for conducting
conjoint analysis studies that were identiﬁed in the original
checklist. There are many aspects of study design that can affect
the quality of data generated by a DCE and inﬂuence the analysis
required to understand the data. The ﬁrst of these involves the
setup of the choice experiment, including the choice of attributes
and levels to be included in the DCE and the format of the choice
task. The second design issue involves the way in which attributes and attribute levels are described and presented in the
choice tasks. Although good survey development practices are
critical to generating useful data from a DCE, this report does not
address these issues nor the inﬂuence that survey development
decisions may have on the data generated by the DCE.
This report does not provide a detailed treatment of the
traditional theoretical underpinnings or the alternative theoretical considerations emerging in the choice modeling literature.
Although the task force members acknowledge the importance of
theory and theoretical considerations, we agreed that the primary objective of this report was to provide information to
researchers interested in using conjoint analysis as an empirical
tool. We believed that providing support for this type of experimental research was of vital importance given that diverse
stakeholders, including patient groups and regulators, are
increasingly turning to stated-preference research to inform
decision making. Conjoint analysis emerged from and beneﬁted
from developments in different disciplines, including, but not
limited to, economics, psychology, decision science, and marketing science, and researchers from different disciplines may view
conjoint analysis through different lenses. The task force did not
want potential disagreements regarding theoretical interpretation of conjoint analysis to undermine researchers’ understanding of important considerations in the statistical analyses of
DCE data.
Perhaps the biggest limitation of this report is that it focuses
on a simple pedagogical example—a three-attribute, two-alternative, forced-choice DCE. The task force chose this example
because it allowed us to describe some of the fundamental issues
involved in the analysis of DCE data while keeping the scope
tractable. The two-alternative, forced-choice format is common
in many applications of the DCE in outcomes research; many
researchers, however, modify this format by including more than
two alternatives, an opt-out alternative, or follow-up questions.
Other researchers use other question formats (e.g., rating or
ranking) or adaptive conjoint designs. Finally, other statedpreference techniques, such as best-worst scaling, have become
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increasingly popular in recent years. In many contexts, the
methods illustrated here can be generalized and modiﬁed, but
modeling other choice proﬁles or experiments can also involve
complications. The task force believes that this report should be
considered as a fundamental building block in making these
issues (and their corresponding literature) more accessible for the
average reader.
This report describes the results of alternative methods for
analyzing data and provides some interpretation of the results
of each type of analysis as applied to the pedagogical example.
We also could have described extensions of the basic model,
including interactions between attributes or incorporating
respondent-speciﬁc information in the analysis. Furthermore,
we did not fully address the ways in which these results could
be used to calculate the relative importance of attributes, ratios
capturing the trade-offs respondents are willing to make among
changes in attribute levels (e.g., maximum acceptable risk or
willingness to pay), or other measures of preference. Although
each of these extensions of the basic model presented in this
report is important, the task force agreed that an adequate
treatment of these issues was beyond the scope of the present
report.
Finally, like other task forces, we have drawn on a multitude
of sources to compile this report, particularly the experiences of
the task force members, the reviewer group, and the ISPOR
members who have engaged in conversations and correspondence on this topic. The report is not meant to be a systematic
review or collection of empirically veriﬁed results, but rather a
description of present methods and a consideration of good
research principles. We also acknowledge that the empirical
and methodological literature on choice modeling continues to
evolve, and new and reﬁned analysis methods are expected to
emerge. Therefore, this report may need to be updated or revised
to reﬂect potentially changing norms and standards for the
analysis of choice data.

Conclusions
This report describes commonly used methods for the analysis of
DCE data and factors to consider when designing such an
analysis. It presents researchers, reviewers, and readers of DCE
studies with a basic understanding of the properties of the
alternative methods and questions to consider when determining
whether the analysis was appropriate for providing results that
answer the research question the DCE was designed to assess.
Although we have not aimed to identify best practices, we have
intended to provide researchers with an understanding of the
methods so that they can make informed decisions about the
type of analysis method to use and to interpret the results
accurately. Although the analysis methods presented in this
report are those most commonly used to analyze DCE data in
outcomes research, they are not the only methods that can be
used, and readers are encouraged to keep abreast of emerging
methods for analyzing these data.
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